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About the Dementia Quality Toolkit (DQT) Rollout 

Programme.

There is a national ambition of NHS England that two-thirds of those people who are estimated to have dementia should 

have a diagnosis by the end of March 2015.  This 67% ambition has been in place since 2013. There has been slow 

progress however and national figures published on the Dementia Prevalence Calculator as at October 2014 indicate 

average dementia diagnosis across England of 55%.

Importantly there is a large variation in diagnosis rates across the country and within our area. There is also huge variation 

at a practice level. Evidence suggests that use of the dementia data quality toolkit within general practice will improve 

diagnosis rates.

The toolkit has been developed in partnership between Strategic Clinical Networks, Commissioning Support Units and 

NHS England (North Region).

The Toolkit runs system-specific searches for clinical systems used across general practice.  These searches identify 

patients on the GP practice system who have a coded item in their record which may indicate that they have dementia but 

who do not have a dementia diagnosis code (as defined by QOF business rules) within their record.  These searches 

generate a ‘work to do’ list of patients for review by a clinician
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Installing the DQT SystemOne Reports

Before you can install the DQT you will need to save the following file to a folder on your pc or network drive :  New 

Dementia Quality Toolkit - S1 Reports - V5 151214.rpt this file should have been attached to the email from 

nelie.support@nelcsu.nhs.uk alongside these instructions. 

(If you have not been sent this file it can be downloaded  from http://www.necsu.nhs.uk/dementia)

• You are now ready to import the Dementia Toolkit into the clinical system

• In SystmOne navigate to Reporting and Clinical Reporting. 

Select Import

• Navigate to the folder where you downloaded the reports and click Select. 

• Click Ok and then select where you would like to place the reports. 

• Click Ok and then Yes. 

• You can now highlight them all and click Run. 
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How to use reports

The **MASTER LIST** reports show all patients who may have a missed dementia diagnosis. If GPs wish to review 

patients then you can use the read code „Ongoing Review (Xalpj)‟ and this will remove the patients on the **WORK TO 

DO** reports, creating a more manageable list. Patients will remain on the **MASTER LIST** reports unless they have a 

dementia diagnosis added to their record. 

Breakdown the results

• Once you have run the reports, right-click on the desired report and click Breakdown results. 
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• You should breakdown the results by Event Date and Read code for the following reports: 

• Break these both down as follows: 

Click Refresh. 

You can then see what read code has pulled people into the report. 

In order to find the entry in the patient's record you should locate the entry in the Read Code Journal and then find the 

corresponding consultation/entry in the New Journal. 
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To know more

If you require any assistance please 

contact us the NELIE Support Team on:

Tel: 020 3688 1212

Email: NELIE.Support@nelcsu.nhs.uk

www.nelcsu.nhs.uk


